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Abstract

Individuals with flying phobia experience increases in subjective anxiety in response to fly-

ing-related cues. However, the cognitive processes that contribute to cue-reactive anxiety in

individuals with flying-related anxiety remain poorly understood. Preliminary research sug-

gests that changes in visual imagery and volitional control may contribute to this cue-reac-

tive anxiety. Engaging in affect labelling during exposure therapy has been shown to reduce

cue-reactive anxiety in individuals with fears relating to a variety of stimuli but has not been

investigated in the fear of flying. The present study recruited 110 participants with a range of

flying-related anxiety scores to complete an online cue-reactivity experiment. The study

sought to evaluate whether an aversive flying cue triggered changes in imagery, volitional

control and anxiety, and whether changes in imagery and volitional control predicted level of

cue-reactive anxiety. Participants were randomly allocated to an affect labelling or non-

affect labelling condition to additionally assess whether engaging in labelling one’s emotion

following exposure to an aversive flying cue would attenuate cue-reactive changes in anxi-

ety relative to a group who did not. Significant cue-reactive changes in anxiety, and volitional

control were observed from neutral to aversive flying cue were observed. After accounting

for the effects of flying anxiety severity, only volitional control significantly improved the pre-

diction of cue-reactive anxiety. Participants in the affect labelling condition reported signifi-

cantly smaller increases in anxiety than the non-affect labelling group following exposure to

the aversive flight cue. This is the first study to indicate affect labelling may help to regulate

aspects of cue-reactive anxiety in response to aversive flying stimuli.

Introduction

Flying phobia is classified as a situational specific phobia in the Diagnostic Manual of Mental

Disorders Fifth Edition (DSM-5 [1]). The criteria suggest that individuals with flying phobia

experience a marked increase in fear or anxiety in anticipation of, or during, a flight-related

situation [1]. A variety of studies indicate that the yearly prevalence rate of flying phobia is

between 2.5% and 40%. The lower estimate may represent a clinically significant phobia

whereas the higher estimates are indicative of varied levels of fear of flying [2–4]. Up to 30% of

people with flying phobia may avoid flying altogether while others may restrict flying to a bare

minimum or continue to endure flights with mild to significant affective and physiological dis-

tress [3–4]. Consequently, having a fear of flying can adversely impact on personal wellbeing,
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relationships and restrict professional opportunities where flying is required [3]. Despite the

impact on personal wellbeing and high prevalence, there has been a relative lack of research per-

taining to fear of flying. Indeed, Oakes and Bor [5] noted that treatments for flying phobia have

been developed in the absence of the empirically driven research of causal and maintenance fac-

tors that has taken place for other disorders. Indeed, despite the fact that anxiety-related disorders

display a number of common processes of maintenance [6] and are addressed through common

treatment techniques [7], many of the processes which have been demonstrated to maintain anx-

iety responses across disorders have not been investigated in relation to flying phobia.

According to the cognitive behavioural perspective, a tendency to perceive internal and

external stimuli as threatening is a core component of the maintenance of anxiety disorders [8].

Examples of external stimuli associated with anxiety responses in flying phobia include aero-

planes, turbulence, flight-related sounds and safety announcements [4]. Internal stimuli could

include changes to heart rate, the vestibular system, breathing and cognition [9–10]. A number

of authors have discussed flying phobia in relation to classical conditioning models of fear

acquisition [11], which suggest that flying stimuli and/or a variety of interoceptive stimuli may

come to elicit a fear response following initial learning experiences. This is consistent with cog-

nitive behavioural conceptualisations of anxiety disorders which suggest perceived threat may

be underpinned by a cue-reactive response, where automatically occurring cognitive processes

are prompted by salient cues, and rapid increases in affective distress and behavioural responses

ensue [8]. Clark and Rock [12] proposed that research should determine whether pertinent cog-

nitive processes (e.g., mental imagery) that have been empirically tested in the context of other

disorders (e.g., social phobia [13]) contribute to flying-related anxiety. Such research would

help to determine whether these cognitive processes play a role in the maintenance of flying

phobia in order to determine whether such processes should be targeted in treatment [12].

In addition, flying phobia treatments typically involve a combination of exposure therapy

and cognitive behavioural techniques [5]. In a comprehensive review of psychological inter-

ventions for specific phobias, exposure therapies were found to be efficacious in the treatment

of flying phobia [14–15]. Many studies evaluate the efficacy of treatments on the basis of

whether a person took a successful flight at a follow-up 6 months to 3.5 years later [16]. How-

ever, the choice to fly does not serve as an ideal proxy of reduction in flying anxiety, as many

individuals continue to take flights successfully whilst enduring significant distress [17], i.e.,

flying anxiety does not necessarily resolve as a result of exposure to flying scenarios. While

these studies indicate exposure therapy is already an effective treatment for flying phobia,

recent research suggests training people to label their emotions (i.e., affect labelling) during

exposure to fear-relevant cues may attenuate anxiety as it occurs in phobic disorders [18–19]

and in response to negatively valenced stimuli in non-clinical samples [20–21]. To date, affect

labelling has not been tested in relation to cue-reactive responses to flying-related stimuli.

Cue-reactive anxiety

Studies consistently demonstrate that samples of flying phobics and non-clinical samples expe-

rience an increase in cue-reactive anxiety in response to a range of flight-related stimuli, par-

ticularly where these depict scenarios or stimuli associated with common flying-related fears

(e.g., plane crashes, planes encountering turbulence [22–24]). Despite the fact that much of

this research has focused upon clinical samples of “flying phobics”, it is arguably more ecolog-

ically valid and meaningful to study flying-related anxiety on a continuum rather than within

dichotomous phobic-versus-non-phobic groups. Research suggests that some degree of flying-

related anxiety is reported by up to 40% of individuals [3] and studies utilizing questionnaire

measures which quantify the degree of anxiety associated with the flying experience typically
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report a range of flying anxiety scores [24]. This suggests that many people will present with

mild-to-moderate flying-related anxiety as opposed to no flying anxiety or DSM-5 diagnosable

levels of flying anxiety. Consequently, it is of value to study individuals’ responses to flying-

related cues within samples with a range of flying anxiety severity as it would be expected that

the degree to which individuals are anxious about flying (i.e., flying anxiety severity) would

predict the magnitude of cue-reactive anxiety. In support of this contention it has been dem-

onstrated that scores on the Flight Anxiety Situations Questionnaire (i.e., a measure of flying

anxiety severity) are positively associated with anxiety in response to aversive flying-related

cues i.e., cues depicting aspects of flying typically reported as concerning by flying phobics

[24]. Cue-reactivity is defined as a response to cues in the environment that induces increases

and decreases in physiological, cognitive and affective responses [25–26]. Cue-reactivity para-

digms typically involve exposing participants to a neutral cue and, subsequently, a salient cue

(i.e., aversive flight-related) and measuring anxiety at each temporal-point. A cue-reactive

effect is detected when there is a significant increase in, for example, anxiety from neutral to

flight cue whilst controlling for baseline anxiety. In flying phobia, cue-reactivity has been dem-

onstrated via measuring increases in self-reported distress and physiological markers of dis-

tress (e.g., heart rate and skin conductance [23, 27–28]). For instance, in a sample of flying

phobics, increases in subjective anxiety (though not physiological reactivity) were reported

after viewing a flight safety demonstration video as compared to when viewing a neutral video

[23]. Similarly, flying phobics exposed to a flight-related video as part of a treatment trial dem-

onstrated increases in fear as measured by subjective report and respiratory sinus arrhythmia

(indicating heart rate variability) as compared to when viewing a neutral video [28].

The aforementioned studies demonstrate that anxiety is reliably cued by salient flight-

related cues, with the magnitude of this increase being contingent upon participants’ flying-

anxiety severity. However, Harvey, Watkins, Mansell and Shafran [29] suggested that attend-

ing to internal stimuli also cues threat-perception. There is evidence to suggest people with fly-

ing phobia attend more readily to internal sources of flight-related threat than those without a

fear of flying [11]. For example, using a dichotomous listening task, Bogaerde et al. [11] found

participants with higher flying anxiety recalled more internal threat-words than a control

group. Bogaerde and colleagues’ study had a number of limitations, which included its small

sample size (N = 25), a significance difference in sex ratios between experimental groups and

the fact that the sample was composed of very young adults (all participants under 21 years of

age) yet, nevertheless, the between-group difference effect size was large.

Research suggests that attending to physiological arousal seems to be important to the mainte-

nance of flying phobia [30]. However, internal stimuli may adopt the form of cognitive responses

including intrusive thoughts and distressing mental imagery. Little research has attempted to

measure cognitive responses to flight-related cues and how such response may impact subjective

distress. It has been hypothesised that changes in phenomenological variables (i.e., subjective

experience) may contribute to flying phobia and associated cue-reactive anxiety [12]. Two such

phenomenological variables may be visual mental imagery and volitional control.

Mental imagery

A considerable volume of research demonstrates that vivid, distressing and spontaneous

mental imagery occurs in response to fear-relevant cues and contributes to the maintenance of

anxiety disorders [8, 31]. Mental imagery refers to the perceptual and sensory subjective expe-

riences that occur in the absence of information derived directly from physical stimuli [31].

Mental imagery has been broadly studied in relation to a range of psychopathology [32–33]

and has been shown to elicit greater affective responses than verbal processing of similar
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information [34]. In the experimental literature, spider anxious individuals report increases in

vivid, distressing spontaneous imagery and a wider range of sensory modalities (e.g., body

sensations that lasted longer) when self-generating an image of a spider but not a neutral

image [35]. Additionally, research concerning social phobia indicates that imagery relating

to social threat/fears occurs more frequently and contributes directly to increases in anxiety

[13, 36].

To date, there are no published studies investigating the role of mental imagery in flying

phobia despite the existence of treatment programs that emphasise reducing cue-reactive anxi-

ety by targeting mental imagery (e.g., imagery desensitization [37]). Furthermore, reality test-

ing thoughts and mental imagery was nominated as one of “10 golden rules” for designing

treatments for fear of flying by 36 treatment facilities [38], indicating mental imagery is

assumed to be an important treatment target. It is prudent, therefore, to determine if, and

how, individuals with flying related anxiety experience mental imagery in response to fear-rel-

evant cues. Given that people with a fear of flying report increases in anxiety in response to

flight cues, it is reasonable to hypothesise that the presence of vivid, spontaneous mental imag-

ery may contribute to cue-reactivity in flying phobia.

Volitional control

In addition to mental imagery, another phenomenological variable that may be pertinent to

the understanding of cue-reactivity in flying phobia is volitional control. The term volitional

control, most commonly used with reference to behaviour, broadly denotes the extent to

which an individual feels that they are able to control a particular aspect of experience [39–40].

A specific aspect of volitional control, which has been hypothesised to be pertinent to flying

phobia is the extent to which a person feels that they are in control of their conscious experi-

ence which includes the experience of thoughts, mental imagery and attention [40]. People

with higher levels of flying anxiety report loss of physical and cognitive control as a feared con-

sequence of experiencing in-flight anxiety [10]. Research also suggests that flying phobics over-

estimate the likelihood of aversive flight-related events occurring [41] and report significantly

more preoccupation with irrational and negative cognitions than non-fearful fliers [42]. Fur-

thermore, Harvey et al. [29] suggests that the automaticity of attention towards threat cues,

which has been implicated in flying phobia [11], may contribute to a sense of dyscontrol over

one’s cognitive experience. In the context of flying phobia, this research may suggest decreases

in perceived volitional control over cognitive processes contribute to increases in anxiety in

response to flight-related cues.

To date, one study has investigated cue-reactive anxiety, mental imagery and volitional con-

trol in relation to flying-related anxiety. Utilising a cue-reactivity paradigm in a large sample

presenting with a range of flying anxiety scores, Clark et al. [24] found that cue-reactive anxiety

and mental imagery significantly increased, whereas volitional control significantly decreased,

following exposure to aversive flight cues. Additionally, it was reported that flying anxiety

severity significantly predicted cue-reactive anxiety. Interestingly, the inclusion of mental

imagery and volitional control significantly improved the prediction of cue-reactive anxiety,

implying that these cognitive processes are involved in the generation of cue-reactive anxiety

in flying phobia. The present study extended Clark et al. [24] by investigating the impact of

affect labelling on the cue-reactive response to aversive flying-related cues.

Affect labelling

Disconfirmation of threat through exposure/behavioural experiments is regarded as a crucial

component of successful treatment in flying phobia [28]. A promising strategy for optimizing
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exposure is affect labelling, which simply refers to putting one’s feelings into words in response

to a fear-provoking stimuli [18].

Numerous studies have demonstrated that labelling emotions leads to decreases in self-

reported anxiety, physiological arousal and reductions in amygdala (and other limbic system)

activation, which is an area of the brain considered to be associated with fear conditioning and,

subsequent, fear responding [18, 20, 43–45]. In spider fearful samples, individuals exhibit lower

skin conductance responses when exposed to negative images of spiders with affective labels

compared to images presented without labels [44]. Similarly, Kircanski et al. [18] demonstrated

that spider fearful individuals trained to label their emotions took more steps toward a spider

and demonstrated significant reductions in skin conductance and heat-rate. The affect labelling

group in this study also maintained reductions in anxiety to a greater extent at a one week fol-

low-up than other groups who used alternative strategies (i.e., reappraisal and distraction [18]).

Similarly, affect labelling has been shown to produce greater reductions in emotional arousal in

people with public speaking anxiety immediately after a public speaking task compared to a

phobic group who did not engage in affect labelling [19]. No published data exists to indicate

whether individuals who engage in affect labelling following exposure to an aversive flying cue

would display an attenuated anxiety response relative to a group who did not.

Present study

The present had three aims. Firstly, in order to establish whether the stimuli employed elicited

a cue-reactive effect, the study aimed to evaluate whether cue-reactive changes in anxiety,

mental imagery and volitional control would be demonstrated in response to an aversive fly-

ing-related cue. The second aim was to test whether the findings of Clark et al. [24] could be

replicated and mental imagery and volitional control would improve the prediction of cue-

reactivity anxiety after accounting for the effects of flying anxiety scores. The final aim was to

compare two groups to investigate whether labelling one’s emotions in response to an aversive

flight-related cue was associated with lower self-reported anxiety. The following predictions

were made:

H1: Anxiety would increase from neutral cue to flight cue in the overall sample, controlling for

baseline anxiety.

H2: Mental imagery would increase from neutral cue to flight cue in the overall sample, con-

trolling for baseline imagery.

H3: Volitional control would decrease from neutral cue to flight cue in the overall sample, con-

trolling for baseline measures on these variables.

H4: Cue-reactive mental imagery and cue-reactive volitional control would improve the pre-

diction of cue-reactive anxiety in the overall sample after accounting for the effects of flying

anxiety severity.

H5: There would be a greater increase in cue-reactive anxiety from neutral cue to flight cue in

the non-affect labelling group, controlling for flying anxiety severity.

Method

Participants

An a priori power analysis determined 77 participants were required to detect a medium effect

size (f2 = .15), with three predictors at a .8 power level. Inclusion criteria stipulated that partici-

pants were over the age of 18, proficient in reading English and resided within Australia. A
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total of 280 people commenced the online experiment. Twenty-eight participants were

excluded for not meeting the inclusion criterion of residing in Australia and 102 dropped out

prior to completion. We note that this level of attrition is equivalent to other online experi-

mental studies requiring similar participation time [46–47].

Forty people were excluded from the final sample due to non-engagement with the tasks,

measured by time spent on the neutral and/or flight scenario pages of less than 50 seconds (the

minimum time estimated to be required to complete the task), with some spending as little as

2 seconds. The final sample consisted of 110 people with a mean age of 39.8 years (SD = 13.15)

with 17 males with a mean age of 43.65 (SD = 15.88) and 93 females with a mean age of 39.1

(SD = 12.56).

Materials and measures

The following materials and measures were presented within an online experiment utilizing

QualtricsTM as a host site [48].

Demographic questions. Participants were asked to report their sex, age, martial status,

education level, number of flights per year and the length of time since their last flight. Demo-

graphic information is presented in Table 1.

Flight anxiety situations questionnaire. (FAS [49]): The FAS consists of 32 items which

yield a total anxiety score and scores on three subscales: an anticipatory flight anxiety scale (14

items), an in-flight anxiety scale (11 items) and a generalised anxiety scale (7 items). Item

Table 1. Demographic information (N = 110).

Variable Frequency

Marital Status

Single/never married 22

Married/domestic partnership 77

Widowed 2

Divorced 5

Separated 4

Education

Schooling to Grade 10 9

Schooling to Grade 12 15

Diploma (e.g. trade) 19

Undergraduate Degree 43

Postgraduate Degree 24

Average no. of flights taken per year

0 11

1–2 69

3–5 19

6–10 10

10+ 1

Last flight on an aeroplane

In last week 7

In the last month 14

1–3 months 25

3–6 months 8

6–12 months 32

Over 12 months ago 24

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0194519.t001
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responses are recorded on a five point likert scale ranging from 0 (no anxiety) to 5 (over-

whelming anxiety). The FAS has good internal consistency with Cronbach’s alphas ranging

from .85 to .96 [50]. Cronbach’s alphas ranged from .89 to .98 in the present study.

Visual analogue scale–cue-reactive anxiety. (VAS-A). To measure subjective anxiety in

response to cues, participants rated their level of current anxiety on a scale of 0 (no anxiety) to

100 (extreme anxiety). Visual analogue scales have been widely used in emotional regulation

and cue-reactivity studies and are considered a sensitive measure [18, 51].

Phenomenology of consciousness inventory. (PCI [40]). Items from the PCI were uti-

lised to retrospectively assess mental imagery and volitional control during exposure to two

cues (described below). The PCI is a 53-item self-report retrospective assessment instrument

allowing quantification of subjective experience in response to a stimulus. The full PCI mea-

sures 12 pertinent dimensions of phenomenology (e.g., attention, rationality). Participants are

presented with paired statements on either end of a seven point dipole scale, with each pair of

statements designed to detect the intensity of a phenomenological response from 0 (little or no

intensity) to 6 (more present and/or very intense). The mental imagery dimension of the PCI

contains four paired statements measuring the amount and vividness of mental imagery. An

example of the paired statements which assess this dimension includes; “I experienced a great

deal of visual imagery” versus “I experienced no visual imagery at all”. The volitional control

dimension consists of three paired statements measuring perception of control over thoughts

and images with an example item being “The thoughts and images I had were under my con-

trol; I decided what I thought or imagined” versus ‘‘Images and thoughts popped into my

mind without my control”. The PCI has good internal consistency with Cronbach’s alphas

ranging from .70 to .90. In addition, the PCI has good criterion validity demonstrated by reli-

ability discriminating between different phenomenological experiences [52]. Cronbach’s

alphas in the present study ranged from .70 to .91.

Neutral and flight-related scenarios. The present study utilised the imagery induction

vignettes employed by Clark et al. [24]. Vignettes have been employed in a number of studies

with the aim of generating salient first person perspectives of imagined situations in order to

evaluate changes in cognitive-affective variables [53–54]. The flying-related vignette, hence-

forth labelled the “flight cue” was designed to elicit imagery of experiences that have been

reported to be anxiety provoking for flying phobics (e.g., boarding a flight, taxi-out, take off,

severe turbulence [28]). The neutral cue was designed to be matched for length and descriptive

content and asked participants to imagine going to the cinema to see a film and the typical sen-

sory input expected. Previous research has demonstrated that this cue is not associated with a

significant increase in anxiety relative to baseline measures [24]. Participants were asked to

slowly read and imagine themselves in the scenarios described. Previous research has demon-

strated that this flight cue elicits significant increases in anxiety, mental imagery and volitional

control relative to the neutral cue [24].

We note that the presentation time for the imagery induction vignettes were not standard-

ised due to the fact that participant reading time and ease of generating mental imagery was

likely to vary as a function of individual difference variables across participants [55]. In order

to ensure that the duration of time spent engaging with aversive flying imagery cues was not

influenced by flying anxiety severity or the anxiety experienced in response to such cues (i.e.

suggesting disengagement and avoidance), Pearson correlation coefficients were calculated

between flying imagery completion time, FAS score and increase in anxiety between neutral

and flying cue. We found no significant association between cue completion time and flying

anxiety severity, r = 0.07, n = 110, p = 0.503. Similarly we found no significant association

between cue completion time and anxiety in response to the flying cue r = 0.08, n = 110,

p = 0.424.
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Affect labelling. Instructions for participants to engage in affect labelling were adapted

from Kircanski et al. [18]. Participants in the affect labelling group were instructed to write a

sentence about their emotional experience while imagining the flight scenario. To ensure task

adherence the sentences participants typed were included as part of data collection.

Design

This study employed a cue-reactive paradigm using a 2 x 3 mixed design with the between-sub-

jects factor, group, consisting of two levels (affect labelling and non-affect labelling) and the

within-subject factor, cue, consisting of three levels (baseline, neutral and flight). In accordance

with previously established cue-reactivity protocols, the cues were not counterbalanced in order

to ensure that participant response to the salient cue would not carry over to the neutral cue [26].

Procedure

Ethics approval for the present study was obtained from the University of New England’s

Human Research Ethics Committee. An invitation to participate was posted on social media

forums with a brief description and a link to the experiment hosted on Qualtrics. Students

enrolled in introductory psychology courses from the University of New England were given

credit points for participating. Prospective participants who clicked on the link were presented

with a study information sheet and asked if they consented to participate. Participants com-

pleted the demographics questionnaire, FAS and answered the baseline VAS-A and PCI items

based on their last five minutes of experience. Subsequently, participants completed the

VAS-A and PCI items in response to the neutral cue. At a further subsequent time, participants

were randomly assigned to the affect labelling (AL) or non-affect labelling (non-AL) groups.

All participants were presented with the flight cue. Participants in the affect labelling group

were instructed to type a sentence regarding their emotional response to the flight cue prior to

answering VAS-A and PCI items. The non-AL group simply completed the VAS-A and PCI

items in response to the flight cue.

Results

A wide range of flying anxiety severity was indicated in the current sample with FAS scores

ranging from 32 to 146, indicating the recruitment of individuals with low and high flying-

related anxiety. Nousi et al. [50] reported norms for the FAS in which a non-flying phobic sam-

ple’s mean score was 39.84 (SD = 11.92) and a sample of flying phobic patients recorded a mean

score of 102.42 (SD = 22.48). The mean FAS score for the entire sample in the present study,

58.50 (SD = 28.16), therefore reflects a flying anxiety severity mean score which falls between

previously established FAS norms for flying phobic and non-flying phobic samples [50]. Nota-

bly, 44% of the present sample recorded FAS scores at least one standard deviation above the

mean flying anxiety norms for non-flying phobics reported by Nousi et al. [50] and 20% of the

sample displayed scores consistent with the FAS norms reported for the flying phobic patients

sample. Thus the present sample can be claimed to reflect a continuum of flying anxiety severity.

A series of independent t-tests indicated that there were no significant differences between FAS

score in the AL (M= 56.79, SD = 28.10) and non-AL group (M= 60.32, SD = 28.38) or any dif-

ferences between groups on any demographic measures, suggesting the groups were equivalent.

Hypothesis 1

A one-way repeated measures analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) was performed to evaluate

change in anxiety from neutral to flight cue, with baseline anxiety entered as a covariate. There
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was a statistically significant main effect of cue, F(1,108) = 21.074, p< .001, partial η2 = .163,

thus, H1 was supported.

Hypothesis 2

In order to determine whether the imagery induction cues successfully led to the generation of

mental imagery two paired sample t-tests were carried out to measure change between imagery

at baseline and imagery at neutral and flying cue. Participants reported significantly greater

amounts of mental imagery at neutral cue (M = 3.96, SD = 1.47) relative to baseline (M = 3.54,

SD = 1.53), t(109) = 3.78, p< .001. Participants also reported significantly greater amounts of

mental imagery at flying cue (M = 4.13, SD = 1.38) relative to baseline (M = 3.54, SD = 1.53), t
(109) = 5.37, p< .001, thus indicating the cue-induction was successful. A one-way repeated

measures ANCOVA was performed to evaluate change in imagery from neutral to flight cue,

with baseline imagery entered as a covariate. After controlling for baseline there was no main

effect of cue for the overall sample, F(1,108) = .230, p = .633, partial η2 = .002. H2 was not

supported.

Hypothesis 3

A one-way repeated measures ANCOVA was performed to evaluate change in volitional con-

trol from neutral to flight cue, with baseline volitional control entered as a covariate. After con-

trolling for baseline there was a significant main effect for cue, F(1,108) = 6.161, p = .015,

partial η2 = .054, thus, H3 was supported. Descriptive statistics for H1, H2 and H3 are pre-

sented in Table 2.

Hypothesis 4

A hierarchical multiple regression was conducted to test H4. A difference score was calculated

for each variable by subtracting scores on the neutral cue from the flight cue. Means and SDs

for the difference scores are presented in Table 2. At Step 1, FAS scores significantly predicted

anxiety difference scores (i.e., cue-reactive anxiety) accounting for 30.8% of the variability,

R2 = 0.308 (Adjusted R2 = 0.301), F(1,108) = 48.042, p< .001. The inclusion of mental imagery

Table 2. Means and standard deviations for PCI and VAS anxiety for neutral-cue, flight-cue and difference scores by group and overall sample.

Neutral-cue Flight-cue Difference Scores

Mean SD Mean SD Mean SD

Affect Labelling (n = 57)

Anxiety 7.4 10.68 25.29 26.46 17.87 28.14

Mental Imagery 4 1.46 4.28 1.34 .28 1.19

Volitional Control 5 1.25 4.44 1.35 -.56 1.48

Non-Affect Labelling (n = 53)

Anxiety 6.53 12.2 34.94 27.62 28.42 26.81

Mental Imagery 3.92 1.49 3.96 1.42 .04 1.27

Volitional Control 4.5 1.41 3.9 1.5 -.60 1.28

Sample (N = 110)

Anxiety 6.99 11.39 29.94 27.34 22.96 26.87

Mental Imagery 3.96 1.47 4.13 1.39 .17 1.22

Volitional Control 4.75 1.35 4.18 1.44 -.58 1.38

Note. Difference scores were calculated by subtracting neutral-cue scores from flight-cue scores.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0194519.t002
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and volitional control difference scores at step 2 significantly improved the prediction of anxi-

ety scores by 5.1%, ΔR2 = 0.051, R2 = .358 (Adjusted R2 = 0.340), F(3, 106) = 19.740, p = .018.

At both steps of the model the R value was significantly different from zero (step 1, R = .555,

F(1,108) = 48.042, p< .001 and step 2, R = .599, F(3, 106) = 19.740, p< .001). Altogether the

variance explained by the model was 35.8%. An examination of the beta coefficients (presented

in Table 3) revealed that volitional control was the only significant predictor of cue-reactive

anxiety in the final regression model (sr2 = .048) after accounting for FAS scores, thus, H4 was

partially supported.

Hypotheses 5 and 6

H5 was evaluated by a one-way between groups ANCOVA with FAS scores entered as the

covariate. There was a statistically significant difference between the AL and non-AL group on

cue-reactive anxiety, F(1,107) = 4.231, p = .042, partial η2 = .038. The adjusted group means

revealed people in the non-AL group (M = 27.46, SE = 3.04) reported greater mean increases

in anxiety in response to the flight cue than the AL group (M = 18.76, SE = 2.93). Thus, H5 was

supported. Fig 1 provides a graphical representation of the results for anxiety differences from

baseline to flight cue.

As noted above, the nature of the cue-reactive methodology dictates that the phenomeno-

logical variables of interest (imagery and volitional control) were evaluated based on partici-

pant retrospective report regarding their experience during cue-exposure [51]. As such, it

would not be expected that the affect labelling task, which took place immediately following

the cue exposure, would impact upon these variables. Consistent with this conceptualisation,

no differences were found between groups on cue-reactive volitional control, F (1,107) = .005,

p = .944 or mental imagery, F (1,107) = 1.333, p = .251.

Discussion

The first aim of this study was to evaluate whether the stimuli employed elicited a significant

cue-reactive effect. In accordance with H1 a significant increase in anxiety was observed from

neutral cue to flight cue in the overall sample. Contrary to previous research findings investi-

gating cue-response in specific phobia [35], there was no significant difference for mental

imagery scores from neutral cue to flight cue (H2). However, we note that the difference was

in the hypothesised direction. The imagery induction scenarios utilised in this study have reli-

ably demonstrated an increase in anxiety from neutral to flight cue in previous research [24].

Table 3. Unstandardised (B) and standardised (β) regression coefficients and squared semi-partial correlations

(sr2) for each predictor variable at each step of the hierarchical multiple regression predicting anxiety difference

scores.

Variable B [95% CI] β sr2

Step 1

FAS .529 [.378, .681]�� .555 .308

Step 2

FAS .466 [.309, .623]�� .489 .209

Mental Imagery -.761 [-4.196, 2.675] -.035 -.001

Volitional Control -4.489 [-7.646, -1.332]� -.231 -.048

Note. CI = confidence interval

�� p< .001

� p< .05.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0194519.t003
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However, because the neutral scenario involves induction of mental imagery, the PCI items

may not be sensitive enough to capture increases in spontaneously occurring mental imagery

when participants are already generating mental imagery. The sample was also non-clinical.

Consequently, it may be that the occurrence of mental imagery differs in clinically significant

flying phobia. It is important for future research to address these measurement concerns to

determine the role of imagery, as it is already considered an important target in flying phobia

treatment [38]. Consistent with H3 a significant cue-reactive decrease in volitional control was

observed. This is consistent with the proposal that exposure to an aversive flying cue will result

in changes in the extent to which individuals feel in control of their conscious experience [24].

Whilst the nature of an online experimental design creates some uncertainty regarding the

extent to which individuals engage with the study materials, the results of the study confirm

that the experimental manipulation was successful. Firstly, the sample demonstrated signifi-

cant increases in anxiety from neutral to flying cue, indicating that the flight cue successfully

provoked anxiety (and by inference, perception of threat) across participants. Both neutral and

flight imagery cues resulted in significant increases in self-reported mental imagery across par-

ticipants relative to baseline, confirming that each resulted in the generation of mental imag-

ery. Whilst the results did not demonstrate the hypothesized increase in imagery from neutral

to flight cue, the decrease in volitional control from neutral to flying cue supports the hypothe-

sized perceived loss of control regarding the content of conscious experience between neutral

and flying cue. Collectively, these results confirm the success of the within-group experimental

manipulation.

In accordance with H4, flying anxiety severity was found to positively predict cue-reactive

anxiety. This result is consistent with the findings of previous studies in flying phobia that

have found that greater increases in cue-reactive anxiety are positively associated with flying

anxiety severity [24]. The inclusion of mental imagery and volitional control significantly

Fig 1. Change in anxiety scores by group at baseline, immediately following the neutral cue and following the

flight cue. �Differences were significant following flight cue after accounting for the effects of flight anxiety severity.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0194519.g001
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improved the prediction of cue-reactive anxiety in response to flight-related cues. An im-

portant finding was that decreases in the subjective sense of volitional control significantly

improved the prediction of cue-reactive anxiety by 4.8% after accounting for the effects of fly-

ing anxiety severity. Previous research has found that individuals with flying phobia self-report

fearing the loss of cognitive control [10]. The current study suggests that this perceived loss of

control can be elicited in response to aversive flying cues and that decreases in a sense of con-

trol of thoughts and imagery may be contribute to increases in anxiety in response to flying

cues. Although no causal inferences can be drawn from the present study, these findings are

consistent with the hypothesis that automatically occurring changes in conscious experience

in response to fear-cues might be contributing to perception of threat in flying phobia [12, 29].

Consequently, if people experience a decrease in their sense of control over their conscious

experience in response to fight-cues, they may interpret their subjective experience as evidence

that a threat is present, which may contribute to maintenance of the disorder [12].

The final aim of this study was to investigate whether labelling one’s emotions in response

to an aversive flight-related cue was associated with lower self-reported anxiety and whether

affective labelling impacts on the subjective experience of mental imagery and volitional con-

trol. Participants in the AL group reported significantly smaller increases in anxiety than the

non-AL group. This finding is consistent with previous experiments where lower subjective

anxiety was reported in response to negatively valenced stimuli when participants engaged in

affect labelling [20, 45]. This is the first study indicating that affect labelling may be a viable

technique to reduce cue-reactive anxiety in flying phobia (discussed below).

As the first study to evaluate the impact of affect labelling on cue-reactive response to an

aversive flying related cue the results are of significant importance. Nevertheless it should be

noted, that the design of the study was such that the relative effect of an affect labelling versus

non-affect labelling condition could only be evaluated through a comparison between groups

at a single time point. In contrast, to date the impact of affect labelling has typically been mea-

sured through the attenuation of anxiety over time [44]. For example, in previous research

affect labelling was shown to have potentially lasting effects on behaviours (e.g., approaching a

feared stimuli) and physiological markers of distress (e.g., skin conductance) for spider fearful

individuals during follow-up tests [18, 44]. Future research should establish if the impact of

affect labelling can be demonstrated with individuals with a diagnosis of flying phobia and

whether it can be demonstrated to have a lasting effect on flying-related fear responses. Such

research should aim to establish whether attenuation occurs over multiple trials and time

points and in relation to actual flying stimuli.

Previous research also indicates that affect labelling reliably contributes to reductions in

physiological arousal during exposure to feared stimuli [19, 44]. As attending to physical

arousal symptoms of anxiety in flying phobia may be an important contributor to fear re-

sponses [30], it would be beneficial for future research to test whether attenuation of physio-

logical arousal mediates the relationship between labelling emotions and decreases in anxiety

in flying phobia. As noted above, the nature of the methodology does not allow us to make any

conclusions regarding whether affect labelling would impact upon the experience of the

phenomenological variables of interest during cue exposure. Future research should therefore

aim to modify the cue-reactivity paradigm in order to determine whether engaging in affect

labelling during cue-exposure impacts upon changes in volitional control and mental imagery.

Lastly, experiments comparing affect labelling and reappraisal (i.e., reinterpreting the

meaning of a situation to alter an emotional response) techniques consistently demonstrate

the neural response patterns and self-reported anxiety scores of participants are remarkably

similar when responding to aversive stimuli [20, 43, 45]. This indicates the tasks may be target-

ing similar cognitive processes. Despite psychological interventions in flying phobia including
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cognitive reappraisal [5], there is no reference to any utilising affect labelling. It would be

important for future research to compare the effectiveness of these two strategies for flying

phobia as has been done in the wider affect labelling literature to determine whether affect

labelling could results in improved outcomes relative to exposure which does not incorporate

affect labelling.

Limitations

There are a number of limitations to this study in addition to those highlighted above. A con-

venience sample from the general population was utilised and, therefore, it is uncertain to

what degree these results apply to people meeting diagnostic criteria for flying phobia in the

DSM-5 [1]. Notably, the sample did show significant increases in cue-reactive anxiety, which

is consistent with studies indicating that some level of flying anxiety is common amongst the

general population [3]. Participants also needed to opt-into the study and then choose to par-

ticipate. The sample exhibited a high drop-out rate, thus, the possibility of selection bias needs

to be considered. There is a possibility that those who were less likely to opt-in or complete the

study differed in some way from those who did (e.g., people with clinically significant flying

phobia may be less likely to participate). It is also important to note that the study sample was

comprised of 84% female participants. Equivalent gender skews have been observed in a vari-

ety of online psychology studies conducted in Australia, which have similarly involved the

recruitment of self-selecting volunteer participants [56–57]. The fact that similar gender ratios

have been observed in a variety of studies may infer that this over-representation of female

participants may not be due to the study topic or the variables assessed. Nevertheless, such dif-

ferences in male-to-female representation limits the extent to which the results may be seen as

generalisable to those who identify as male.

Whilst online experimental studies have been utilised extensively within the literature [46–

47] this medium presents an inherent limitation in that there is a lack of control over testing

and participant engagement with test stimuli. Future extensions of this study should therefore

aim to examine these variables within more strictly controlled laboratory conditions. Finally,

the cues used in the present study were an imagery induction exercise and not representative

of all cues individuals would encounter in the real world. Improvements could be made to the

ecological validity of the cues by introducing more sensory information. For example, sound

has been found to elicit higher anxiety reporting in experiments carried out in laboratory set-

tings [27] and disruption to the vestibular system caused by plane movement is reported as

highly anxiety provoking in flying phobics [3]. Nevertheless, significant results were detected

in the present sample demonstrating the strength of the associations between cues and the var-

iables measured. A final consideration in relation to ecological validity is that the flying imag-

ery scenario was somewhat aversive in that it described a plane encountering significant

turbulence and adverse weather and, consequently, may not reflect the cue-response to general

flying cues (e.g. a non-eventful take-off).

Conclusion

The present study supports previous findings suggesting that level of flying anxiety severity

predicts increases in anxiety in response to aversive flight cues. In addition, the study provides

further experimental data indicating that the subjective sense of loss of volitional control may

contribute to the level of cue-reactive anxiety experienced. Finally, this study is the first to pro-

vide preliminary evidence that the aforementioned cue-reactive anxiety response may be

attenuated by labelling emotions. Affect labelling may be a promising technique to utilise in
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the treatment of flying phobia and warrants further research to investigate efficacy of this

method over time, physiological responses and with a clinical population.
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